Company Profile
Heating and cooling solutions
for your home or business

Who we are
Parr’s Heat Pump & Refrigeration Centre is southern
Tasmania’s leading heating and cooling specialist. With
over 40 proud years in the operation, our dedication
to customer service and quality products means we
have established ourselves as the trusted name in the
industry.
We are proud to offer the highest standards of workmanship
and servicing. Our own fully qualified and trained technicians
maintain the heat pumps and ducted systems that we install.

Our Promise
Quality products
Expert advice
Reliable support

We sell quality products at competitive prices, ensuring that
you get the best value for money, whilst delivering the best
residential and commercial air conditioning solutions available.
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Why choose Parr’s
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The Heat Pump Specialists
Whilst Parr’s offer a wide range of great products and services, we are still the
specialists in heat pumps. Our advice, products, installation and support for
your new system are second to none.
Expert Advice and Detailed Quotes
With over 40 years experience in the industry we understand what is required
to find the best solution for your home or business, whatever the size. To
ensure energy efficiency and comfort we tailor a solution for your space, and
provide you with a detailed quote, explained in straightforward terms.
Quality Installation Backed by our 5 Year Guarantee
We are proud to offer a 5 year guarantee on the installation of your system,
on top of the manufactures warranty*. We will arrange a time to install your
new system that suits you and then take you through how to operate it
efficiently.
Full Service and Maintenance
All Parr’s products have a strong reputation for quality and reliability, meaning
that we are able to provide full service and maintenance on all of the systems
that we install. You can rest assured that in the unlikely event of a breakdown
we’ll be there to help. Our technicians are fully qualified and expertly trained,
offering you the highest standards of workmanship and servicing.
Trustworthy and Reliable
We have an excellent reputation in the industry and recognise the importance
of customer satisfaction. We are committed to providing honest, trustworthy
and reliable support for your new system.
Fast, Efficient and Friendly Customer Service
We pride ourselves on our fast, efficient and friendly service.
We work hard to ensure that your system is installed with as little disruption
to your home or business as possible.
Only Quality Brands
Parr’s only sell leading, well recognised brands that our customers can trust.
We have access to a comprehensive product range and technical resources
from our suppliers, ensuring that you get the best solution for your budget.
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Our history
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Commercial
Split Systems
Split systems are ideal for heating or cooling a single
room or area of small commercial space. We have a
wide range of discreet wall-mounted and compact
floor standing units.
Multi-Split Systems
A multi-split air system can heat or cool multiple
rooms in your business using only one outdoor unit.
These systems are best for premises with limited
space for ducting.
Ducted Systems
A ducted system provides climate-controlled
comfort throughout your entire business. The
systems are best for heating and cooling a large
commercial space and are less intrusive.
Refrigeration
We offer cost effective commercial refrigeration
systems for all industries. Our experience
and expertise makes us leaders in the design,
installation and maintenance of refrigeration
systems.
Roof-Top Systems
Parr’s develop roof-top packages specifically to
suit commercial applications. Our experience and
expertise ensures that your system will be cost
effective, require little maintenance and be long
lasting.
Integrated Packages
Parr’s create integrated packages that can take
care of all of your heating and cooling needs for
your commercial site. This is can involve integration
between your refrigeration and air conditioning
systems giving you a more energy efficient solution.
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Residential
Split Systems
Split systems are ideal for heating or cooling a single room or area of a home. We have a
wide range of discreet wall-mounted and compact floor standing units.
Multi-Split Systems
A multi-split air system can heat or cool multiple rooms in your home using only one outdoor
unit. Maximize your comfort, whilst saving energy, with individual room control.
Ducted Systems
A ducted system provides climate-controlled comfort throughout your entire home. These
systems can be installed in a new home or tailored to suit an existing one.
Underfloor Heating
Parr’s offer a wide range of highly flexible, energy efficient under floor heating options.
These systems can extract heat from the outside air and distribute it evenly around the
home.
Hot Water Heat Pumps
Hot water heat pumps are your environmentally friendly water heating solution. Using up to
65% less energy than conventional electric water heaters they can significantly reduce your
power consumption.
Air Purifiers
Improve the quality of air indoors with an air purifier from Parr’s. Our Daikin products
are designed to eliminate dust, odours, bacteria, pet hair, mould, pollen, mites and other
allergens, leaving your air clean and healthy.
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Refrigeration
We offer cost effective commercial refrigeration systems for all industries.
Our experience and expertise makes us leaders in the design, installation and
maintenance of refrigeration systems. We install systems across the state for all
sized businesses, no job is to big or small.
Parr’s are the experts in the design, install
and maintenance of high quality, cost
effective refrigeration plants. As part of our
engineering we will estimate operational cost
for our designs, and offer alternatives, so
that you can make an informed decision. The
expertise and experience of parr’s engineers
make our systems more energy efficient,
require less maintenance and last longer then
our competitors.
We have a large fleet of service vehicles and technicians who are the best qualified
in their field and are able to respond quicker than other organisations.
Integrated Packages
Parr’s create integrated packages that can take care of all of your heating and
cooling needs for your commercial site. This can involve integration between
your refrigeration and air conditioning systems giving you a more energy efficient
solution.
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Maintenance
Capabilties
We have been installing and maintaining mechanical plant and split system heat pumps
for 40 years. We know the product, we have trained technicians utilising the best
equipment and methods to ensure the equipment we supply and install operates to the
maximum effectiveness over the long term.
We offer maintenance packages to suit you
the client, your budget and the legal minimum
requirements for building accreditation. We have
a service package software program ensuring that
our completed reports are sent via email to you
as we complete the works also encompassing the
JSA’s and any SWMS are completed, ensuring legal
requirements are made.
Our invoices are also sent via email and can be
completed on the day.
Achievements
We have achieved lots over our time as mentioned previously on our timeline; some
things you may not know are listed below.
•

We have engineered designed and installed most of Woolworths and Coles
refrigeration plants throughout the state over the last 20 years.

•

We installed the First Daikin VRV system into
the treasury building in Hobart that was
installed in the state followed by the next
VRV system into the Conservatory of music
building and many more since then.

•

We designed and engineered the
incorporated refrigeration and airconditioning into the largest IGA store in the
state at Longford, this has resulted in the
lowest operating cost for the store of that size
in the state.

•

These and many more achievements have been done by the dedicated staff at Parr’s.
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41 Lampton Avenue, Derwent Park, Tas 7009
T 03 6273 1577 F 03 6272 8040
parrair.com.au

